
 

 

STACK Infrastructure Connects Data Center to Hafslund Oslo Celsio System for 

City-Wide Heat Reuse 

Project represents the first time heat reuse technology has been retrofitted to a data center in 

Norway to supply capital city with reutilized, emission-free district heating 

Oslo, NORWAY — 21 September 2022 — STACK Infrastructure ("STACK"), the digital infrastructure 

partner to the world’s most innovative companies and leading global developer and operator of 

data centers, and Hafslund Oslo Celsio (“Celsio”), the district heating provider for Norway’s capital 

city, have successfully completed a one-year ramp-up and excess heat produced by STACK’s OSL01 

data center is now providing heat and hot water for up to 5,000 Oslo homes. 

The idea to feed heat from STACK’s OSL01 data center near the heart of Oslo into the city’s district 

heating system was first conceived in 2018. Over the following years the concept was tested and 

proven, and a dedicated heat-exchange plant was built on STACK’s campus, where new insulated 

pipework and cooling coils were retrofitted to the data center. The partnership creates a circular 

economy for energy and STACK’s OSL01 data center now exports around 3.5MW of heat energy 

into the Oslo district heating system, reducing Celsio’s alternative energy production by 

25,000,000kWh (25GWh). The use of excess heat in district heating frees green electricity for 

alternative uses, including for example electrification of the transport sector. 

District heating is an important component of city infrastructure in Norway. The 60-mile thermal 

energy distribution system, operated by Celsio, efficiently shifts energy from areas with excess to 

areas in need. The cooperation represents an invaluable new model as these systems are faced 

with growing demand but restricted energy resources. Retrofitting or designing facilities to reutilize 

excess heat enables data centers to optimize consumption and support local communities.  

“It is a great pleasure to see the collaboration with STACK come to fruition and I'm sure this is the 

first of several projects to come,” said Knut Inderhaug, Managing Director, Hafslund Oslo Celsio. 

“Data centers located in urban areas are stable and good sources of excess heat for district heating, 

and together we can contribute to the reuse of emission-free heat. Projects like this are positive for 

us as energy providers, for our city and its inhabitants, and for the climate.”  

“STACK has pioneered heat reuse technology at our data centers in the Nordics and we are proud 

to be contributing to such an important project, which also aligns with our commitment to the 

Climate Neutral Data Center Pact,” commented Halvor Bjerke, CEO, STACK EMEA – Nordics. “Heat 

reuse is now standard in our new data center designs, and we expect to continue collaborating with 

city authorities as well as heat and power companies to ensure that this circular economy for 

energy becomes widespread so that the digital economy is a sustainable one.” 

 

 



 

 

ABOUT STACK INFRASTRUCTURE 

STACK provides digital infrastructure to scale the world’s most innovative companies. With a client-

first approach, STACK delivers a comprehensive suite of campus, build-to-suit, colocation, and 

powered shell solutions in the Americas, EMEA and APAC regions. With robust existing and flexible 

expansion capacity in the leading availability zones, STACK offers the scale and geographic reach 

that rapidly growing hyperscale and enterprise companies need. The world runs on data. And data 

runs on STACK. 

For more information about STACK, please visit: https://www.stackinfra.com 
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